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Introduction



1.- Introduction

Motivation:

• EcoLexicon permits the contextualization of
data so that they are more relevant to
specific:

➢ subdomains of knowledge,

➢ communicative situations, and

➢ geographic areas

[León Araúz et al. 2013]



1.- Introduction

Motivation:

• However, to facilitate the geographic
contextualization of concepts such as those
belonging to the semantic category of
LANDFORM, it is necessary to know:

➢ what terms are related to each type of landform

➢ and how the terms are related to each other



1.- Introduction

Motivation:

• In order to extract the terms related to named
rivers (e.g. Mississippi River, Nile River, etc) from
a specialized corpus of research papers, we rely
on semi-automatic methods based on
Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs).



1.- Introduction

Motivation:

• In this task, we face two issues:

1. Corpus-based lexical studies on specialized domains
and for specific purposes normally rely on small,
specialized corpora, which, in the case of written
ones, range from 250.000 to around 6 million tokens
[Flowerdew, 2004: 19; O’Keeffe et al., 2007: 4].

2. The performance of DSMs for the extraction of
knowledge has been extensively evaluated in very
large, general corpora, but not in small, specialized
corpora [Bullinaria & Levy, 2007, 2012; Baroni et al., 2014;

Kiela & Clark, 2014; Lapesa et al., 2014].



1.- Introduction

Objective:

• The aim of this paper was to look for parameter

combinations of DSMs, suitable for the extraction of

three specific semantic relations held by named

rivers, namely, takes_place_in, causes, and

located_at.

• For that purpose, an experiment was carried out, in

which different DSMs were built on a small specialized

corpus, and then evaluated on gold standard data

manually extracted from the same corpus.



1.- Introduction

Distributional Semantic Model (DSM)

• A DSM can be a very useful tool for terminology, as it can
help identify semantic relations between terms based on
corpus data [Bernier-Colborne & Drouin, 2016]

• A DSM produces vector representations of words,
based on the contexts in which they appear in a corpus,
the underlying hypothesis being that words that appear in
similar contexts have similar meaning [Harris, 1954; Firth,
1957]



2.- Materials

• EcoLexicon English Subcorpus on the domain of Coastal

Engineering [http://manila.ugr.es/visual/index_en.html]

➢ around 7 million word tokens

➢ Now publicly available in Open corpora (Sketch Engine)

➢https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/open/

http://manila.ugr.es/visual/index_en.html
https://the.sketchengine.co.uk/open/


2.- Materials

Corpus Design:

• This subcorpus on Coastal Engineering is integral part of the English

EcoLexicon corpus, which currently contains over 59 million words in

English and is focused on the environmental domain

• It was manually compiled for the development of EcoLexicon

[http://ecolexicon.ugr.es], an electronic, multilingual, terminological

knowledge base on environmental sciences

• To maximize representativeness, the corpus was designed based on

criteria proposed by Sinclair (1991, 2005), Meyer (2004), and Biber (2008):

balance, diversity of sources, availability of texts in electronic form,

period, size, use of complete texts, and variety of writers

http://ecolexicon.ugr.es/


2.- Materials

• Use of different Distributional Semantic Models
to represent the named rivers as vectors of co-
occurrence frequencies.

• Use of three gold standard datasets for the
semantic relations

➢ takes_place_in,

➢ causes, and

➢ located_at.



2.- Materials

• Examples of the gold standard dataset for the
semantic relation takes_place_in:

➢ Consolidation of the land takes_place_in Mississippi river mouth

➢ Runoff takes_place_in Mississippi river basin

➢ Sea level rise takes_place_in Mississippi river delta

• Process takes_place_in named_river

• Example from the corpus:

✓ ... Consolidation of the land is occurring, as noted before, at the mouth
of the Mississippi River, where the …



2.- Materials

• Examples of the gold standard dataset for the
semantic relation causes:

➢ Mississippi river causes Saint Bernard river delta

➢ Mississippi river causes soft mud

➢ Mississippi river causes sediment transport

• Named_river causes process / entity

• Example from the corpus:

✓ ... The Chandeleurs Islands are remnants of the Saint Bernard River
delta, formed by the Mississippi River.



2.- Materials

• Examples of the gold standard dataset for the
semantic relation located_at:

➢ Jetty located_at Mississippi river mouth

➢ Soft mud located_at Mississippi river mouth

➢ Barrier island located_at Mississippi river mouth

• Entity located_at named_river

• Example from the corpus:

✓ ... barrier islands, located near the mouth of the Mississippi River.

✓ ... at the mouth of the Mississippi River, where the soft muds
deposited by the Mississippi River are consolidating.



2.- Materials

• R programming language for statistical analysis [R Core

Team, 2017]

• R package wordVector [Schmidt & Li, 2016] for the

prediction-based models word2vec

• R package quanteda [Benoit, 2018] for the count-based

models

• GeoNames database to automatically match the 

designations of named rivers in the corpus 
[http://www.geonames.org/search.html? ]

http://www.geonames.org/search.html?


3.- Method
Pre-processing:

1. Normalization of the corpus

➢ Cleaning up

➢ Tokenized, POS-tagged and Lemmatized

➢ MWTs from EcoLexicon were matched in the corpus and
joined with underscores

3. Punctuation marks, number and symbols were removed

4. Character strings with less than 3 characters were
removed

5. Function words (closed words such as prepositions,
determiners etc.) were removed



3.- Method
Parameters evaluated:

Count-based models

➢ Size of the context window: 1-10 words

➢ Weighting scheme:

➢ log-likelihood (frecuently used in Computational Linguistics)

➢ Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI)

➢ t-score

➢ z-score (frecuently used in Computational Lexicography)



3.- Method
Parameters evaluated:

Prediction-based models (word2vec)

➢ Architecture: CBOW or skip-gram

➢ Negative samples: 5, 10 or none (hierarchical softmax)

➢ Subsampling threshold: low (10-5), high (10-3), none

➢ Size of context window: 1-10 words

➢ Dimensionality of word embeddings: 100 or 300



3.- Method
Evaluation:

• The measure used to evaluate the models is
Mean Average Precision (MAP).

➢ MAP tells how accurate the sorted list of neighbours
we get for a given query is, based on the rank of its
related terms according to the gold standards.

• The cosine similarity is used to measure the
similarity between the term vectors.



3.- Method
Matching of named rivers in the corpus:

• The designations of the named rivers mentioned

in the whole corpus were automatically matched

by means of the named rivers stored in

GeoNames database dump.

• 320 named rivers were recognized in the corpus.





4.- Results
Comparing count-based and prediction-based models

❖ We compare:

▪ Bag of words(BOW): count-based model

▪ word2vec (W2V): prediction-based model

by observing the MAP of each model on each dataset.

❖ The maximum MAP (with average and standard deviation in

brackets) is shown.

❖ The BOW model achieves a higher MAP than W2V on the three

semantic relations if its parameters are tuned correctly.

Dataset BOW W2V

takes_place_in 0.544 (0.347 ± 0.118) 0.346 (0.298 ± 0.042)

located_at 0.418 (0.321 ± 0.056) 0.221 (0.196 ± 0.013)

causes 0.383 (0.247 ± 0.055) 0.199 (0.153 ± 0.019)



4.- Results
Comparing count-based and prediction-based models

❖ The maximum MAP of BOW model on the three datasets is achieved

when:

➢ The statistical association measure is log-likelihood for the 3

semantic relations

➢ The window size for the relation takes_place_in is: 5 words

➢ The window size for the relation causes is: 3 words

➢ The window size for the relation located_at is: 2 words

❖ The BOW model achieves a higher MAP than W2V on the three

semantic relations if its parameters are tuned correctly.

Dataset BOW W2V

takes_place_in 0.544 (0.347 ± 0.118) 0.346 (0.298 ± 0.042)

located_at 0.418 (0.321 ± 0.056) 0.221 (0.196 ± 0.013)

causes 0.383 (0.247 ± 0.055) 0.199 (0.153 ± 0.019)



4.- Results
Comparing count-based and prediction-based models

❖ Now we turn our attention to the influence of the window

size on the accuracy of both DSMs.

❖We use the average MAP instead of the maximum in

order to determine which settings produce consistently

good results.



4.- Results
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